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A MESSAGE FROM OUR OWNERS

As we come to the end of
this very challenging year,
we are very grateful that
our company, the clients
that we serve and our
partners and subs that we
work with were able to
weather the challenges and
come through better and
stronger.  During this
season of gratitude, we
would be remiss if we did
not acknowledge these
most valued treasures.

To our priceless team
members and their spouses
and family, you are our
lifeblood and the reason
that  we are still  here  after

75 years. We are so grateful
for your continued faith in
us and our process. We are
less like peers and more like
family.  

To our amazing clients,
without you and your faith
in us we would not be here.
You provide us with the
opportunity to enhance
your processes and you
treated us as a trusted team
member and gave us the
chance to help in areas that
we previously had not. We
were able to provide a
beneficial service and you
were able to get additional
work   performed   and   the

synergy helped us become
better together. 

To our unparalleled
consultants, subcontractors
and vendors, thank you for
your support and stepping
into the breach with us. We
have survived challenging
environments, deadlines,
monumental tasks and
COVID… You were there
every step of the way.

Here is to many more years,
through upturns, and down,
in the economy and
through all manner of new,
exciting adventures we will
find ourselves on, together.

The end of the year can be a
hard time to stay productive.
According to a Forbes article
on productivity, the Winter
season is the least
productive. This comes as no
shock since the kids are off
school, family comes into
town, and parties come by
the handful. (This year will
be a bit different due to the
restrictions that have been
put in place… and we already
wish the kids were back in
school.) We have compiled a
couple ideas to help so that
you can keep moving things
forward.

How to Stay Motivated 
During the Holidays

 Like Goldilocks, you want
to ensure the  tasks are not
too big or small. This can be
achieved by finding
something that requires just
enough of your energy but
is not under or
overwhelming. If you only
have big tasks, figure out
how to break them down
into steps that are more
manageable for you.

Next, set up your tasks up
so that you can begin it
within 30 seconds or less.
The most motivation is
required at the beginning of 

a task. Making it easy to
start helps to overcome the
feelings of procrastination
because it is simple.

Finally, find ways to
measure your output and
set up an accountability
system. Bob Proctor said,
“accountability is the glue
that ties the commitment to
the result.” By letting others
know the progress your
making, it makes it much
easier to hit your goals.
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A PARADIGM SHIFT FOR PSM
As part of the training that we’ve created at
REDD Engineering regarding Process Safety
Management (PSM), we emphasize the
benefits of having an Enterprise Resource
Planning software, gamifying work,
strategic  decision making and planning,
and much more. You may be asking, “Why
would a training on safely handling
hazardous materials include these
practices?” Our PSM PAY$ training looks
beyond compliance to understand why PSM
is a requirement. We focus on the big
picture and use the training required by law
to facilitate a paradigm shift towards
becoming world-class individuals and
businesses.  

World-class is not just fancy hyperbolic
clickbait; it is a measurable achievement.
The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines it
as, “being of the highest caliber in the
world.” REDD has viewed PSM as a world-
class practice that keeps businesses and
individuals safe. We add to our PSM training
the other principles to transform
individuals and businesses to become
world-class if they are willing. Our goal isn’t
to have people go through a training, but
rather have the training help change
people. As a result, PSM really does pay off
as you apply it as a world-class practice.

PSM should become a part of everything
you do! We believe that PSM is a tool to
help you achieve the type of business or
individual capabilities that are considered
the best in the world. For a video from
REDD with more information on our
approach to PSM training, click HERE to
view it on our YouTube channel.

REDD is excited to announce that in the
first quarter of 2021, we will be releasing an
online version of PSM PAY$. We are excited
to be able to take over 60 years of combined
experience and format it to be more easily
accessible. PSM PAY$ fulfills the initial and
re-training criteria for refinery personnel as
well as continuing education credits for
Professional Engineers. For more
information on this training, please send an
email to redd@reddengineering.com and let
us know that you’re interested!

REDD Engineering & Construction, Inc. is a full-service engineering, planning and construction
management firm serving local, national, and international clients from offices headquartered in
Salt Lake City, Utah.

REDD continues a tradition of excellence begun in Salt Lake City in 1947 specializing in industrial
projects involving engineered or technology-based processes. REDD has expertise in the transfer
of technology, both from industrial societies to newly developing countries, and the commercial
application of recent advancements in science. REDD offers a full range of services from
economic and technical feasibility studies through design, construction, start-up, and operation.

REDD can serve as independent technical consultant or design-build project manager, taking
projects from concept to completion with a commitment for work and products that meet or
exceed the standards of the industry. We are committed to client satisfaction in quality, budget,
and delivery, all provided safely for our clients, employees, the public and environment.

About REDD Engineering & Construction, Inc.
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"We believe that PSM is a
tool to help you achieve the

type of business or individual
capabilities that are

considered among the best
in the world."

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JMxpNEmx86U&t=15s

